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Je�  Spillane, 
Commercial Manager

Tony Pilcher is a lucky Veterinary Centre client who has 
won a Honda motorbike in the recent Eukanuba Premium 
Performance and Farmgate Puppy working dogfood 
promotion. Veterinary Centre Territory Manager, Ashleigh 
Edmonston visited Tony recently to congratulate him. Tony 
works for Willie and Emily Jones at Matarae Station, just out 
of Middlemarch, where they run Merinos and Romneys. 
Much credit to Masterpet Eukanuba for putting the bene� ts 
of premium quality working dog food in the spotlight 
with this fantastic prize. To Tony, well done and enjoy!

Maximising Beef Productivity

Dog Vaccination 
Local dog trialist Bob Houston from 
Waimate is a strong proponent of 
vaccination.

He says he likes to be proactive in 
light of the fact he has invested a lot 
of time and money in his dogs and 
doesn’t want to be caught out. 

He has had parvovirus in the past so 
is aware of the devastation disease 
can cause.

Bob has been trialling for over 30 
years and is looking forward to 
this season’s competition. He feels 
vaccination is a good investment 

and it gives him peace of mind 
when travelling around the country 
mixing with other dogs.

For ongoing protection dogs 
require a three yearly booster for 
Distemper, Hepatitis, Parvo and 
Parain� uenza (DHPPI) after their 
initial puppy and � rst year booster. 
For Kennel Cough an annual 
vaccination is required.

Many owners are guilty of not 
following up on puppy vaccinations 
and so leave themselves vulnerable 
to disease outbreaks. Last April we talked 

about the positivity 
around beef. Nearly 
a year later and beef 
has emerged from its 
role as farm groomer 
to premium income 
earner.  Prices at calf 
sales in the north 
island have been at 

$4.20/kg LW. If this pricing continues it will 
make last year’s pricing (that was high then) 
appear average. Investments in optimising 
animal health become very easy to justify.

Our team are currently contacting clients 
regarding early aged pregnancy testing. 
Early aged preg testing allows clients to

  Identify lates and gives the option of 
running a second mob,

  quit passengers early and the option to 
turn these into cash

  assess bull performance (especially 
relevant to single sire mating 
programmes).    

Getting this information early means 

Bob Houston with Ted and Soot with Lucy Cameron, 
local vet and  secretary of the Waimate Dog Trial Club

Out & About
It was great to be able to o� er support to the North Otago dog trial circuit again this year. The Stihl chainsaw o� ered to each dog 
trial club has been very well received as a major prize for its competitors. The photos below show some of the winners at the 
trials held so far. The A & P shows in our district have also been great for catching up with local clients. Thanks to the organising 
committee’s for all their hard work in making these events happen.

Logan Byars,Omakau 
Earnscleugh dog trials.

Grant Tisdall, Strath Taieri 
Collie Club dog trials

Ben Knowles, Waitaki 
CDC dog trials.

The Veterinary Centre Oamaru 
team serving up lunch for local 
clients at the North Otago A & 
P show.

Dave Robertson having a close look at 
the Axolotl entry in the Palmerston A 
and P show pet competition.

Sheep Laparoscopic AI Service 
• Laparoscopic AI achieves good results with 

frozen semen.

• Ewes synchronized and mated on the one day. 

• Excellent way to introduce new, or re-introduce 
old, genetics.  

• Competitive price, professional service. 

Stihl Chainsaw  Winners

Palmerston A & P Show Winner
Veterinary Centre Client wins
Honda Motorbike!

you can investigate issues closer to 
when they occurred giving a much 
higher chance of � nding the cause. 

Also remember the half price BVD 
screening o� er available. BVD losses 

become a bigger cost when the stakes are 
higher as is the case with current returns. 
There is no better opportunity to screen 
your beef herd with current returns as 
they are and with our half price deal. 
We look forward to hearing from you.  

Oamaru A & P Show



Sheep Production  - Dave Robertson BVSc, BSc

Where are the Ewes at?
March is crunch time for setting up 
sheep breeding units for next season’s 
production. We would all like to be lifting 
ewes up to optimum mating weight 
about now. 

Talking to Simon Englebrecht, Dunback 
East Otago,   last year was a very dry 
start to autumn, but he still managed to 
achieve very good ovulation rates during 
the dry conditions. There was a lack of 
green quality grass then and it looks like 
we’re heading into a similar scenario this 
year. Simon fed sheep nuts leading up to 
tupping. The supplement program not 
only allowed ewes to maintain and even 
put on weight over autumn, it enables 
blocks to be spelled. “When it did rain 
we carried on feeding the nuts to allow 
pasture to recover.”  

If you don’t have quality feed for ewes 
pre-tup or in the � rst cycle of mating a 
high energy supplement can be justi� ed 
if it results in more lambs at weaning and 
ewes in better shape for winter. To make 
the supplement investment even more 
targeted, feed out to only BCS 2 (light 

Sheep production WHERE ARE EWES AT? 
March is crunch time for setting up sheep breeding units for next season’s production. We would all like to be 
lifting ewes up to optimum mating weight about now.  
Talking to Simon Englebrecht, Dunback East Otago,   last year was a very dry start to autumn, but he still 
managed to achieve very good ovulation rates during the dry conditions. There was a lack of green quality 
grass then and it looks like we’re heading into a similar scenario this year. Simon fed sheep nuts leading up to 
tupping. The supplement program not only allowed ewes to maintain and even put on weight over autumn, it 
enables blocks to be spelled. “When it did rain we carried on feeding the nuts to allow pasture to recover.”   
If you don’t have quality feed for ewes pre-tup or in the first cycle of mating a high energy supplement can be 
justified if it results in more lambs at weaning and ewes in better shape for winter. To make the supplement 
investment even more targeted, feed out to only BCS 2 (light ewes) or 2 tooths. 
When you are doing your pre-tup animal health it is of great value to weigh and measure the condition of the 
mob at 2 points.  Ovulation rate is significantly influenced by body weight and condition. Here are some generic 
targets for capital stock.  
Autumn targets for breeding 
stock.  

                 Romeny XB 
      March                   April 
BCS         Wt           BCS      Wt 

    Fine wool / smaller frame  
      March                   April 
BCS         Wt           BCS      Wt 

M/A ewes 2.7 67 3 75 2.7 55 3 59 
M/A lights  2 62 2.7 67 2 50 2.7 56 
2 tooths  60  64  52  50 
Ewe hoggets (minimum for mating)  38  42  32  35 
 
For light ewes you cannot expect to put on more than 150g/day liveweight (50-100g/day is realistic). Aim to 
have less than 10% in this category by mating. Farmers who have realised it is the light ewe management 
where the biggest gains in production can be made will have dealt with them at weaning (culled or start 
feeding).  
What do the top performing farmers do? Well they are all different, but the consistent thing is they PLAN, 
EXECUTE AND MONITOR better than most.  
The biggest drivers of a breeding unit is fecundity and lamb growth rates. Hitting autumn targets, such as those 
listed above, is where it starts. 
At the Veterinary Centre we thrive on seeing clients achieving. We’re all about planning animal performance 
and hitting targets. Talk to us if you want to continue to be or become one of these “top operators”.  
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Dry-land Pastures Field Day

Late Season Fly Challenge
We are seeing isolated outbreaks of � ystrike, 
generally in untreated animals. Fly pressure is 
farm and even paddock speci� c. Areas that are 
sheltered, have a water source and a � y source 
(dead animals etc) put them at high risk of � y 
problems. Likewise sheep that have dags or soft 
faeces and longer wool are also at a higher risk. 
It is important to remember that a greasy spot 
of � y strike, the size of a 10 cent piece, will stop 
a ewe cycling!

Late season treatment options need to be 
decided on a case by case basis.
• What is the upcoming weather likely to be?
• Are there sta�  and facilities available to deal with struck sheep?
• Is shearing an option?
• What is the cost to sheep of being struck in the lead up to 

mating?
• Is the drenching program being e� ective in keeping lambs 

clean?
• What areas of the farm are the sheep going to be grazing, have 

these been a problem in the past?
If answers to the above questions indicate � ystrike pressure is likely 
to occur then a preventative dip should be given now. The practice 
has routinely seen outbreaks of � y through April so March is a 
critical control period. Any of the Insect Growth Regulators given 
now will see � y control through past the risk period. If no strike is 
present use Vetrazin or Zenith.
For struck sheep
If � ystrike is present use Cyrex. In the case of spot treatment use 
Maggo or Cyrex or Extinosad. Whilst Cyrex and Extinosad don’t give 
you a headache they equally kill maggots.

Bimbo survives attack!
By Bridget Roulston BVSc
Bimbo, the son of a late lambing hogget, went to extreme 
measures recently to be put under the knife at the 
Veterinary Centre. Born on a farm in Middlemarch, Bimbo 
lost his mother and was adopted by a lovely lady in Oamaru. 
On a quiet Monday evening however Bimbo got himself 
into a spot of bother after � aunting his loins to some local 
wolf wannabees. It was a distressing site for Bimbo’s mum 
who promptly called in animal control and the police to 
sort the stock worriers out. Bimbo was still able to walk 
into the clinic (on his lead) but had su� ered extensive bite 
wounds along his � ank and over his rump. Being such a 
good boy Bimbo didn’t require a general anaesthetic and 
the wounds were able to be stitched up under sedation 
and local anaesthetic. The end result wasn’t the prettiest 
(never mind the partial shear), but the sutures held nicely. 
Two weeks later the stitches were removed with his tummy 
and back end looking fantastic. Bimbo has now retired to a 
lifestyle block in Weston. 

Lungworm in deer liver

Lungworm- the Perfect Storm - Luke Smyth BVSc

Lungworm has proven to be a major 
problem in both weaner deer and dairy 
calves over late Jan/early Feb, with 
coughing and deaths occurring.

The dry conditions over Christmas and 
New Years followed by the rain in late 

January created the perfect warm damp 
conditions for both mushroom + grass 
growth and lungworm outbreaks

A great rule of thumb is if your seeing 
mushrooms growing in late summer/early 
autumn then there will be a signi� cant 
lungworm challenge on your farm!

Young deer aged 3-5 months are the 
most susceptible to infection as they 
don’t acquire any immunity to lungworm 
until at least 6 months of age. Moderate 
lungworm numbers can lead to ill thrift 
and reduced growth rates and large 
numbers can cause sudden death 
by physically blocking the trachea 
(windpipe). Signi� cant burdens can 
predispose to other stress related diseases 
such as Yersinia.

Fortunately lungworm are highly 
susceptible to Moxidectin. However 
before you reach for the pour on 
remember pour on drenches are not 
working as well as they used to and there 
is evidence of increasing anthelmintic 
resistance, especially in Wapiti/Wapiti 

cross. Oral triple combination drenching 
of deer is the way forward. 

A drenching programme tailored to 
your farm as part of an animal health 
programme will prevent early buildup of 
lungworm and limit the e� ects on growth 
rates in young deer. Local deer farmers 
who have had a drenching programme 
developed by the Veterinary Centre are 
now getting their animals away earlier at 
heavier weights.

The plant based discussions from Derek 
complimented the animal health view of 
the parasite management of livestock. 

Internal parasite control is still a major 
production limiting issue. Drench has 
been a revolution for 
removing worm burdens 
from livestock, but with 
more than 90% of a 
parasite population being 
in the environment, 
how farmers graze and 
manage pastures has a 
huge part in whether 
stock are e� ected by the 
parasitism.  

There will be Beef and 

There was a great attendance at the 
recent Beef and Lamb NZ North & East 
Otago Farming for Pro� t Dryland Field 
Day at Hamish and Cilla Carswell’s in 
Dunback. The Carswell’s moved to East 
Otago in 2013 and have undergone a 
Lucerne establishment program, about 
which was the focus of the day. Professor 
Derek Moot, Lincoln University, was the 
key speaker. Hamish and Cilla had put in 
a huge e� ort to host the day.  There was a 
well attended BBQ at the Dunback hall co-
sponsored by the Veterinary Centre. The 
highlight for me was a display of leg spin 
bowling from the young cricket-crazed 
Ben Carswell.

Sustainable and pro� table farming 
systems was a main theme for the day. 

Lamb funded workshops (WORMWISE) 
on sustainable and pro� t focused worm 
control coming up in the near future. 
Please register your interest in attending 
one of these or contact me, Dave 
Robertson, for more information. 

Michael Lilley 
BVSc
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